A number of ancestral Caddo ceramic vessels are in the collections at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory at the University of Texas at Austin from the E. B. Minter (41HP2, n=4 vessels) and Roger Attaway (41HP15, n=5 vessels) in Hopkins County, Texas. We recently had the opportunity to fully document these vessels as part of our long-term efforts to characterize ancestral East Texas Caddo vessel forms, temper usage, and stylistic/decorative elements.
INTRODUCTION
A number of ancestral Caddo ceramic vessels are in the collections at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory at the University of Texas at Austin from the E. B. Minter (41HP2, n=4 vessels) and Roger Attaway (41HP15, n=5 vessels) in Hopkins County, Texas. We recently had the opportunity to fully document these vessels as part of our long-term efforts to characterize ancestral East Texas Caddo vessel forms, temper usage, and stylistic/decorative elements. The University of Texas conducted excavations at the E. B. Minter site, in the upper White Oak Creek and Sulphur River basin, in May 1931 (Jackson 1931) . A 60 x 35 ft. area was excavated on a sandy knoll at that time based on a report that ceramic vessels and ceramic pipes had been found there in years past, but no features were found. A second area by a county road exposed Burial 1 at a depth of ca. 77 cm bs; Jackson (1931) noted that ceramic vessels had been found in this area months earlier by road grading work along the road. Burial 1 was laid out in an east-west orientation.
The Roger Attaway Farm site (41HP15) was located in the Spring of 1929 when heavy rains exposed a in the upper Caney Creek valley in the upper Sabine River basin. Mr. Attaway collected the exposed funerary objects, and then gave them to a Mr. George E. Cowan. Cowan sold four of the vessels to the University of Texas shortly thereafter. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The E. B. Minter Farm (41HP2) vessels are from a Middle Caddo period (ca. A.D. 1200-1400) burial associated with Sanders phase occupations in the upper Red, Sulphur, Big Cypress, and Sabine River basins. All four vessels from Burial 1 are grog-tempered, and include a plain bowl and a plain bottle as well as two Sanders Engraved carinated bowls with diagonal opposed engraved lines on their rim panels.
(ca. A.D. 1430-1680) burial context. The vessels, all grog-tempered, include a red-slipped bottle, an incisedpunctated-appliqued jar, a Wilder Engraved, bottle, and two Ripley Engraved carinated bowls of var. Carpenter or var. Galt.
